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EMPLOYEE CONCERNS SPECIAL PROGRAM 
VOLUMES 

WELDING CATEGORY SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Th& report is a mummy of the mer fixiid collective analysis of those findig, and 
wrecOvS actions resulting from the evaluation of 453 employee concerns (430 safety 
related, 23 uwnafety related) assigned to the Employee Concerns Task Group Welding 
Category. The infmnation presented herein is based on the issues evaluated as a result of 
thene mployee concerns and is not intended to address all aspects of the 7VA nuclear 
welding p 1pa 

The employee concerns dealt with the adequacy of welding procedures and practices, the 
qualifications of welders and inspectors, and general and specific hardware discrepancies.  
These concerns addressed activities occurring prior to February 1986. The concerns were 
formed into elements (groups of related concerns that deal with a single or similar issue) for 
evaluation. The resulting issues were then grouped by their applicability to each WVA 
nuclear plant and are addressed by a plant-specific subcategory report for each nuclear 
planm 

The evaluations of the issues included reviews of applicable construction codes, VA 
specifications and site implementing procedures, audit and evaluation reports, process 
control documents, and the concern descriptions. Interviews were conducted with cognizant 
personnel at the sites and at the division level The evaluations were also based in pan on 
the results of reinspection efforts at each of the plants.  

Evaluations of welding issues have not identified any deficiencies that would have affected 
plant operability or threatened the health or safety of the public. Some welds were found 
not to meet specifications and required engineering evaluation to confirm their suitability 
for service. AU welds that required evaluation were determined to be suitable for service.  

The Welding Category Evaluation Group found that approximately 90 percent of the issues 
raised by the welding concerns either did not identify a problem that required corrective 
action, or had already been identified and corrected by TVA prior to their review by the 
Employee Concerns Special Program. Corrective actions have been identified to resolve 
remaining substantiated issues.  

Assessment of the cumulative findings identified four areas of programmatic weakness; 
specifications and procedures, inspector performance monitoring, documentation of welder 
qualification, and communication between indi/iduals and supervisors. Although these 
weaknesses did not appear to have caused specific welding deficiencies, their elimination

ES-1



will significanty enhance the overall welding program Actions to address these weaknesses 
were either already plaed or imlemented or were itiated in response to employee 
c-.cr s P aluatinsd 

The Wekdng Category Evahation Group is onfident that the concerns within its scope 
have been adequately evaluated, and that corrective actions completed, underway, or 
planned should eliminate any deficiencies identified as a result of evaluating the 
weldingrelated ployee conc
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PREFACE

This report is one of a serie prepared une the Employee Concerns Special Program 
(ECSP) of the Tennessee Valley Authority (I[VA). T7he ECSP and the organization which 
carried out the progr am, the Employee Concerns Task Group (ECMG), were established by 
TVA's Mfianer of Nuclear Power to evaluate and respond to those Office of Nuclear 
Power (ONP) employee concerns filed before February 1, 1986 that related to TVA's 
nuclear power program. Concerns filed after that date are handled by the ongoing ONP 
Employee Concerns Program (ECP).  

The ECSP addressed more than 5,800 employee concerns. Each of the concerns was a 
formal, written description of a circumstance or circumistances that an employee cited as 
inappropriate, inefficient, unjust~, or unsafe. The scope of the ECSP was to thoroughly 
evaluate all alleged problems (issues) presented in the concerns and to report the results of 
those evaluations in a form accessible to ONP employees, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC), and the general public.  

Ibis preface contains background information on how the ECSP was initiated, descriptions 
of the categories to which concerns were assigned for evaluation, profiles of the Senior 
Review Panel members who provided independent oversight of the program, and 
information on feedback of program results to employees.  

In early 1985, a gap in communications between management and non-management 
employees at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant was recognized. After consultation with the NRC 
about this situation, the TVA Board of Directors directed that a far-reaching employee 
concerns program be implemented at Watts Bar. The Employee Concerns Special Program 
was established to thoroughly review employee concerns. To ensure that employees felt 
free to express their concerns without fear of retaliation, an independent contractor was 
selected to interview employees then assigned to Watts Bar.  

Precautions were taken throughout the program to protect the identities of those who 
expressed concerns. The original records of the interviews remain in the custody of the 
interviewing contractor, the only other copies of these records are held by the NRC. Only 
the contractor and the NRC have had access to these files. The information provided to 
IVA was screened to maintain employee confidentiality.  

Upon completion of the interview phase on February 1, 1986, 5,876 employees had been 
interviewed. Approximately one third of the employees (1,850) had expressed one or more 
concerns, resulting in approximately 5,000 individual employee concerns. Although TVA 
extended the program to employees at all Office of Nuclear Power sites through the use of 
mailers and a toll free telephone number, most of the concerns were from Watts Bar 
employees.



An Employee Cocerms Task Group was established to carry out the progam. The Task 
Group's acentration of qualified personnel and its comrehensive approach to problem 
resolntion also made it the logical organidtion to resolve concerns and item g ered from 
several other sources. Tberefore, the Task Group's responsibilities incunded the foBowing 

* Concerns expressed during the contractor interviews 

* Cncerns generated by earlier employee concern programs.  

* Additional concerns identified from the interview files by the contractor and the 
NRC.  

* Additional items identified by Task Group evaluators.  

* Concerns received by the NRC before February 1,1986, and referred to TVA.  

* Concerns identified by TVA's former Nuclear Safety Review Staff 

* Open items identified from reviews of TVA incoming correspondence.  

CATEGORIZATION OF CONCERNS 

The concerns were grouped into nine categories to provide for consistent evaluation of 
related concerns. This also aided in identifying and developing corrective actions that 
addressed identified deficiencies specifically and programmaticaly to prevent recurrence.  
The responsibility for each category was assigned to a designated Category Evaluation 
Group. This responsibility included identification of the issues raised by the concerns, 
thorough investigation, determination of generic applicability and root causes of 
deficiencies, evaluation of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) developed by the line 
organizations, and preparation of the program reports. In addition, the line organiaons 
evaluated identified deficiencies for potential reportability to the NRC under Title 10 to the 
Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 5055(e), 50.72,50.73 and 21.  

The concerns were grouped into the following categories: 

* Construction - Concerns abnut the adequacy of construction practices, the quality 
of as-constructed facilities (excluding welding and as-designed features), in-storage 
and installed maintenance prior to turnover to operations, measuring and test 
equipment and handling of equipment used during construction, and construction 
testing activities. TVA personnel evaluated the conc-ciT in this category.



0* RhmO Ig - Cnerns about the adequacy of the desin pDromC and the 
uakdesed plant feam. e desh mi procs onsists of the mchnial and 
.Pn aent tprsocss that iD with the e Imctu iom of desig ns and 
lead to and incinde the iaace of design otpt A nn Trse concerns were 
caluated by Becadel Wesern Fer Cporatina.  

* Opeatis - Cncerns .about apeiratomi activi indrdimt operator 
.anessrieor equipenaEr naueds v bah physm and 

ALARA (a low a 1 my achipable) hm n` atiou, and concerns about 
proper1 a iM aInd I MuW illae testing. PPm10 from TVA and from ImnpeIl 
Caopaation perfomed the eviatioas in this catgory.  

* Matrial Cariu - Cocerns aboot the adequacy of material, including its 
procurement, receipt, hndnirg srage, and intallation, and the adequacy of 
procedures governing material controL TVA personnel evaluated the concerns in 
this category.  

* Wdeing - Concerns about any aspect of welding, incuding welder or weld 
pioceure qualification, we!d binsp iin.n atractive examination, heat 
tresu, weld quality, filer material quality, and weld doementation The 
welding concens were evaluated by personnel from TVA and the EG&G Idaho 
Corporation.  

* Ibtnbdati, ITarM -I, Wirogriohin or Misraoduct - Concerns about 
personne onduc that interferes with the ability of eployaees to fulfill their 
assigned responsibilities, nauthorize actions taken against employees for 
flfilling their assigned responsbilities, and iegal activities cr violations -f TVA 
policie and regulations. Concerns in this category were transmined by the Task 
Group to the Office of the Inspector Geneal for evaluation.  

* Ma-inamI-t ad O Premnid - Concerns about the zdequacy of policies, 
0manamn attitude and effectiveness, organization structures, personnel 

maragement, and personnel training and qualification, except training and 
qualification covered by the Quality Assurance/Quality Control Category. These 
concerns were evaluated by TVA personnel and contracted consultants.  

* Quaity AsnuraceQualty Cotrol - Concerns about the adequacy of Quality 
Asmrance/uality Control programs and procedures (e.g., auditing; cocument 
control; records; deficiency reporting and orrective action; and ;nspection, except 
nondestructive examination and welding inspection) and the training, qualification, 
and certification of Quality Assurance/Quality Control personnel. The conce=ns in 
this category were evaiuated by Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation.



* I-hr Sety - Concer about the woring envirnment and controls which 

potect t health and safety of empoyees in the workplace (exdming health 
phyki and ALARA). TVA personnel and the DuPont Conprny - Safety 

-i.gm Servicesa eahated thse n.  

Co-rn th aff ected more thdn one category were s ipdl to nHtiple caltegories In 
such cs, each cAtrX evaluated the cocern from is specific point of view.  

Each egory Evaton Group sorted it assigdnedconrm into -saategries according 
to the subject matter of the concerns, then into elements An element is a grup of related 
concerns that raise the same or simlar isss. An isue is an alleged problem cited or 
implied, as intepreted by an evahtor, in one or more conerns Concerns were evaluated 
according to the isues they raised. A comprehesive explanation of the evaluation and 
repnrting proces is ntaied in the introduction section of each category report and in the 
program MSMUO y report.  

PROGRAM OVERSIGHT 

1Th ECSP has been reviewed, audited, and inspected by the NRC, the TVA Office of the 
Inspector General, and the TVA Nuclear Quality Assurance Division. To provide 
additional independent and objective oversight, the TVA Manager of Nucldear Power 
established a Senior Review Panel of recogeni-d experts within the nucear power industry.  
Those selected had extensive backgrounds with experience in the design, construction, 
operation, quality assurance and safety evaluation of nuclear power plants.  

The Senior Review Panel provided oversight to ensure that (1) the scope and depth of the 
evaluation effort was adequate, (2) the evaluation findings and conclusions were logically 
derived from the evidence, (3) the proposed CAPs adequately addressed identified 
deficiencies and (4) the reports adequately described the evaluation effort, the evaluation 
findinp and conclusions, and the measures taken to resolve the identified deficiencies.  

Prdle af the Senir Review Panelit 

Myr Bedea 

Querytech Associates Inc., Knoxville, Tennessee. Consultant on engineering practices for 
nulear and advanced technology programs. More than 40 years of experience with complex 
technological activities including the Manhattan Project, and advanced nuclear fuel 
processing and waste management installations. Former Director of Engineering at the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory and, for ten years, a Meaber of the NRC Advisory Committee 
on Reactor Safeguards (Chairman in 1977). Known for his work in standards, quality 
assurance, and system failure assessment.



Former startup readiness consltant for Three Mile Island. Former manager in the Naval 
Reactor Program. Former Vice President for Naval Reactor Plant Construction for New 
Yor Shipbilding Corporation. Former Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the 
University of Pennsyvania. Nearly 50 years of experience in engineering managmnt 
maerial procurement, quality control, radiological control, construction, and training 
related to nlear fcilities 

Former Vice President for Quality and Technology, Babcock and Wilcox Company. Former 
manager in the Naval Reactor Program. Former Assistant Director (Plant Engineering) for 
the Atomic Energy Commission Forty years of experience in the design, manufacturing.  
research and development, testing, operation, and maintenance of nuclear plants.  

JaMph r- TlVallw Jr 

Former Nuclear Project Manager for Sargent and Lundy. Twenty-five years experience in 

project management, licensing. construction, design, and operation of nuclear power 
facilities 

DaniwdIet -arland* 

Former Manager, Nuclear Quality Assurance Program Office for Westinghouse Hanford 
Company. While at Westinghouse, assisted Department of Energy in developing Quality 
Assurance stanwards and programs. Thirty years of experience in the quality assurance of 
nuclear pla* - icluding preparation of plans, procedures, and manuals; indoctrination and 
training of perrowrel; and participation in more than 400 quality assurance audits, 
frequently as sadit team leader.  

JameLR McGuff (Deceased) 

Over 40 years experience in ASME Code fabrication wur .pecialty welding practices, 
materials technology, and quality assurance methodology. former Director of Quality 
Assurance and Inspection for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  

These members served on the panel for part of the duration of the program.



OUIESIONS AOnT CONCERNS

H o t Endt a r n c7- rn

TheMe category reports and their appendices are intended to inform the concerned 
individual as to how his or her concerns wre addresed. These reports summarize the 
Eployee Concern Task Grop's ii , findings and a management identified 
corrective actians Li most cases the concerned individual should be able to identify the 
resolution of the issue associated with bis/her concern using the following steps 

JDetermine which category would contain the concern. A list of the categories begins on 
page ii of this preface.  

2.Review the category report identified in step 1, above. In particular, review the "Category 
Assessment" and "Conclusions" sections and the appendix titled "Subcategory Report 
Overviews" 

A process has been developed which will permit employees to obtain additional information 
concerning their specific concern. As has been the case throughout this program, this will 
be done in a manner that ensures the confidentiality of the individual. Details of this 
process will be made available coincident with the release of these category reports.  

What to Do If You Blieve Your rncern Has Not Ben Adequartly Adressd 

The Employee Concerns Task Group has made an intensive effort to thoroughly evaluate 
and report on all the issues raised by the concerns. In some ases, adequate information 
may not have been available to properly evaluate your concern or the concern may have 
been misinterpreted by the Task Group. Any employee who believes that his/her concern 
has not been adequately addressed by the ECSP is requested to bring this to TVA's 
attention by taking the question to the Employee Concerns Program site representative.



LI INTRODUCTION

The Welding Category of the Employee Concerns Special Program evaluated 453 
employee concerns (430 safety-related, 23 non-safety related). These concerns raised 
179 unes related to the adequacy of welding procedures and practices, qualifications 
of welders and inspectors, and general and specific hardware discrepancies.  

This category report represents the cumulative results of the welding-related employee 
concerns evaluations. It summarizes the evaluations in each subcategory and assesses 
the collective findings for their impact on the welding program and the welded 
hardware.  

Because most of the concerns were potentially applicable to more than one site, 266 
separate evaluations were conducted among the four IVA nudear sites (Browns Ferry 
Nuclear Plant, Bellefonte Nudear Plantý Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, and Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant). Detailed results of these evaluations appear in four site-specific 
subcategory reports and in a series of supporting evaluation reports. These reports are 
listed in Appendix A, Welding Category Table of Reports.  

The weaknesses in the welding program identified through the investigation of the 
concerns within this category and those actions, either planned or taken, to correct 
these weaknesses are presented within this report.  

It should be noted that this report is not intended to serve as a detailed evaluation of all 
aspects of the IVA welding program. The findings presented herein are based solely 
on the 453 employee concerns assigned to the Welding Category Evaluation Group.  

1.1 Bac-grou" 

To fully understand this report, it is important for the reader to understand the 
relationship of the Welding Category of the ECSP to the other ongoing TVA 
welding evaluation programs.  

1.1.1 TVA Welding Project 

During the course of TVA's construction work on its nuclear plants, 
conditions involving TVA's welding program which did not meet industry 
and/or regulatory standards were identified. On October 29, 1985, the 
Nudear Regulatory Commission (NRC), in a letter requesting a meeting 
with TVA to discuss welding program concerns, supplied a listing of 
correspondence that contained a number of questions and comments 
about TVA welding issues.



wen seedd to dearmine the adequacy of th overall WA welding 
p ma. As a emi, Welag urject was frAed wii the Divi o 
of Nbcla-- Enee rim s am fio wa to eaClee thee wling m iis 
md di.ndr lb maainms P P y to e. t. At urea weldig 
asditiesasism o rrdemeswithWVAan..i....

The Weldng Pject had the respoansilIy to verify dthat eiin welds in 
rtriuues, ppipn qstem, and componens re adequate to meet TVA 
anmaae appropriate code and repltoxy reqiireenet1. The 
Welidbg Proje wa to eain TVA's welding propam and determine if 
may remedial tions e needed.  

Tbe oveall Welding Project reaubs will be reported in a series of reports 
for each TVA nuclear site. Tis study as srdued for completio in 
December 1UL 

LL2 U. S. Depaitmnt ofuer/Wdd EvalMati Prject (Waets 3.r) 

To provide greater aurance of the interity of the Wa Bar plant, TVA 
inbiiatid a separate propam to review its welds Tb U. & Deprunment of 
EnerI/Weld Evaluaon Project (DOE/WEP) was firmed in December 
19MS as tb remt of a- ierageacyf agreement between the U. S.  
Department of Eaery and TVA. Thi project wam u ned by tb U. & 
Deparw e n ofEery a iaconjunctiop wiM TVA to EGAG Idaho, Inc, for 
.impli*nIai. The DOE/WEP was ased to perform an imependrent 

evaluoan of the TVA welding program and the asonstructed weld 
quality of safety-elated welds at Warn Bar Nudear Plant Unit 1.  

LU Emplo Cmir Special Prepam (ECSP) Welding Catapry EaluaIst 
Group 

The Weld Task Group at Watts Bar was responsible for both the ECSP 
Welding Category evaluations and the DOE/WEP activities. The ECSP 
Welding Category Evaluation Group functioned as part of the Weld Task 
Group. This arrangement oermitted the evaluation of employee concern 
in conjunction with the oveJ.l TVA Welding ProjecL



I2 mnKrQVqhmM6.

Employee concern evaluatios man si.xequent analyses of finindings in the Welding 
Caegoy were performed by a team t qualified evaluators under the direction of 
the Welding Category Evaluation Group Head.  

The Welding Category Evaluation Group Head, wbu has a B.S. in Mechanical 
Engineering, is a Senior Materiabls Engineer in the TVA Mechanital and Nuclear 
Steam Supply Source Surveillance Group, and has 16 years epeience in the 
Nudclear industry.  

Evalunations were performed principally by a team that included welding quality 
nginCers and mechanicalwelding quality supervisors provided by an outside 

contractor (Fluor Daniel). The team also includeui individually selected TVA 
managers from the Engineering and Construction Divisions.  

A brief profile of the education and experience of each member of the Welding 
Category Evaluation Group may be found in Appendix B to this report.  

U Evanhnti.a Prfot s 

1.31 GeMnl Methodology 

The starting point for the evaluations in the Welding Category was a 
review ot the 453 welding related employee concerns. Prior to beginning 
the inesgations, the concerns we divided by subject mater into groups 
of related issues or elements Each group of issues formed one of the 
elements, to be addressed separately for each of the four TVA nuclear 
plants.  

Though most of the concerns were related to the Watts Bar Nuclear Site, 
the questions raised by these concerns were largely programmatic. Thus, a 
potential for generic applicability to plants other than the plant of origin 
existed for most of the issues. In such cases, issue evaluations were 
performew at each site.  

The results of the issue evaluations were reported in a series of four 
subcategory reports, one for each nuclear site. The subcategory findings 
were then combined and evaluated to produce the overall evaluation of 
the employee concerns within the Welding Category. The results are 
presented in this category report. Each step of the evaluation process is 
explained below.
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At Oth deoom hel, Athe w nm were PIl ed by Employee Can 
s pe P o- puaI o m ed h e WeldFdT k Grop. Te ten of 
ase of th empbree f- vs i revi d I temamude tde ime or 
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&WprMMg ad sh repl I euIokcemn bhomy. Whe= 
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prteinet o tbs is were aso reviewed.  

hIteriews w oe ondcted itwih pernnmr who bed Iman ledg of or 
pripinLiily for the items being einalted Ian some cse the Weldig 

Poje PhIe iI wianpcFrion results related to the iiues and were 
aoidered in the aido-Hk ThIbe resuls of previous i- uetisroS by 
the Quadity Tednolog CopMuir aUor the Nuclea Sfety Review Staff 
were also used.  

Fnidg reuiring corrective action were forwarded to the respooible 
line ii g Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) were developed by the 
line and ubnumied to the Welding Category Evauatio Group Head for 

L33 S 1P l 3 Evelawks hTn 

Subcaterxy repomr were prepared for each of the four TVA uclear sire 
These reports coanti the results of the ite element indwtiadons, 
in ing elentlevel corrective actions whe re required. Each concern 
m ed to the Welding Category is addressed as part of an elemena 
evaluatn in own or more of the four msbcaregry reports 

Problens identified through the element evaluations were systenuet y 
analyzed on the wbcagry ca lee to detect recurring sympdomn of broader 
problena and their underlying root causes no evident at the element 
leveL 

L3A Catpry Evtalmes Prce 

At the category level, the cmulative findings were assessed for 
indications of programmatic weaknesses and their root causes. Identified 
weaknesses and causes were referred to appropriate management for 
resolution



2A SUBCATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS AND NGOABLE ISSUES

This section presents a summary of the results of the evaluations at each TVA nuclear 
site. As a result of generic applicability, many of the concerns were evaluated at more 
than one nuclear plant. Also, the most significant issues and highly publicized issues 
are briefly discussed to provide a background for the category assessmment provided in 
Section 3.0. A more detailed sunmary of the findings and corrective actions resulting 
from the evaluation of the employee concerns may be found in Appendix C, 
Subcategory Report Overviews.  

21 Smetka ryDcriptis 

2.LU S t y SUlM Br5w1 Ferr Ndlar Flat 

This subcategory addressed 30 issues raised by 63 employee concerns 
dealing with the adequacy of welding procedures and practices, the 
qualification of welders and inspectors, and the quality of welding at 
Browns Ferry. Twenty of the 30 issues were unsubsantiated, Seven of the 
30 issues were factual but did not represent a problem because the 
practice in question was in accordance with TVA's conummitments and 
appropriate criteria. Two issues were factual but appropriate action had 
been taken by TVA management prior to the employee concerns 
evaluation. The remaining issue, which questioned the adequacy of 
instrument piping support welds if they were inspected to today's criteria, 
was factual and required corrective action.  

M2.1 SAbctor SIM8 Be~liefeate Nuclear Plast 

This subcategory addressed 37 issues raised by 79 employee concerns 
dealing with the adequacy of welding procedures and practices, the 
qualification of welders and inspectors, and the quality of welding at 
Bellefonte. Twenty-six of the 37 issues were unsubstantiated. Eight of the 
37 issues were factual but did not represent a problem because the 
practice in question was in accordance with TVA's commitments and 
appropriate criteria.  

The last three issues were factual but corrective action had been taken by 
TVA management prior to the employee concerns evaluation.  

2.13 Sa5a11Mr A36. a vah Nade Plant 

This subcategory addressed 57 issues raised by 146 employee concerns 
dealing with the adequacy of welding procedures and practices, the 
qualification of welders and inspectors, and the quality of welding at 
Sequoyah. Thirty-five of the 57 issues were unsubstantiated. Eleven of



the 57 mes were facietl but did not Mrpame a pri bie e the 
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actina Ied ben taken by TVA Ina n t prior tod employee 

Mia of the 57 iaso wre facial and reqed action o be tain. One 
Madinacs rin was PeuI` e to s periphel iaPe1 ikdeadeed by 
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Om nlddioid ire (wad whbich appear to be ualesied) was identified 
-tbh obnasAioe by evdomr whit e perfoxmia io vutiaption of 
as Baraced -P e. The CAP provides for iaperan of te supec weld.  

12 NPI-bisI 1Em 

Five major wef-aiown ue were initiaay perceived to identify sigifisa 
deficin in dithe TVA welding pogpas. The five major issu evolved from 
1, or 40 percent, of the total 453 welding related coacer These iumes were 
ealuated at em of tbe four s



2.2.1 IrM ama, I dtoWeI baedhns m SRtrctral Steal 

AMal of EmpoyeeConcern adremd the prweld fitp inspections 
on structural seeL The buis of this issue is the TVA practice of allowing 
weld foremen, who me respomibe for prodactio, to verify that structural 
steel neuies m ar rectly fitted prior to welding.  

As the Proces Specifead changes were intinted at each TVA nndear 
site, the proper comunmpcaro did not precede or accompny thes 
changes to the site procedures. This lack of ad equateammuniatin 
resulted in some individuas erroneously believed that the changes were a 
violation ofTVA's mmimhents 

The canges to the TVA Process Specication that allowed weld foremen 
to perform preweld fitnp verification and the Quality Inspectors to verify 
pre-weld fitup inspetions on an in-process surveillance basis was initially 
challenged at ihe Bellefonte Nuclear Plant through audit finding 
BN-W-4-80 in 1980. The audit finding was determined to be sifi-Lant 
and was reported to the NRC as a potential 10 CFR 5055(e) condition.  

In response to the above audit finding, an extensive investigation and 
evaluation ot the governing codes and standards was performed by TVA's 
Quality Assurance Group to determine what corrective action, if any, was 
required. The investigation determined that TVA's practices were in 
accordance with governing codes and standards.  

2.2. Ipve1s. dWdd Sueral u Cd.s. Cnted wish PrI 

A total of 14 Employee Concerns addressed the inspection of structural 
steel welded connections that were coated with primer (carbo-zinc). The 
issue evolved from a process specification unique to Watts Bar that 
allowed certain reispections for weld size, length and location to be 
performed on welds which had been primer coated. This issue was 
initially questioned by the TVA Nuclear Safety Review Staff. Upon 
completion of an investigation, the practice was found to be acceptable 
because the original quality inspection of weld attributes was done prior to 
coating with primer.  

The process specification that allowed the inspection of welds through 
carbo-zinc was issued in January 1982 and was deleted in Septtmber 1983.  
The weld inspection performed under this process specification was a 
reinspection of welds that had been previously inspected for the quality 
attributes required by the governing codes. The reinspections were to 
measure weld size, length, ard location and were performed as part of 
sampling plans to resolve Nonconformance Repots.



The Procea Specifcat that allowed rtempecid of primed welds was 
poorly written. Crmqu y, the spcilMtion was interpreted by some 
coIncened iPdividals as allowing initial inpectiom to be performed on 
coed we Hower, the specification was intended, and used, only for 
specific ipeo programs.  

A toal of 38 Employee Concernm addreed welding electrode control 
The priipl issues wer th traceability of the electrodes to ensure that 
or the specified welding materials were used and the requirement for 
the protection of coated electrodes to preent the absorption of moisture 
from the atmopere.  

The traceability of welding filler material in TVA's nuclar program has 
been and continues to be in compliance with TVA's stated -nairnem 
The Amrican SocieLy of Mechanical Engineers code rules allow filer 
material traceabhity through the e of beat or lot numbers or the use of a 
control procedure to ensure that only the pecified welding filler material 
is used. Bellefoe Nuclear Plant maintain traceability through the use of 
beat or lot nmbers, and the remaining TVA nuclear plants used a control 
procedure to ensure that only the specified welding filler material was 
used. The concerns that raised this issue resulted from differences 
between the Bellefonte practice and that of the other plants.  

The American Welding Society revised the Structural Weding Code in 
1979 to allow alternative atmospheric exposure time periods for coated 
electrodes, provided the user established the maximum atmospheric 
euposure time by performing qualificaton tests prescribed by the 
American Welding Society. TVA incorporated these changes into the 
General Construction Specification G-29 Process Specification 1.M.3.1.  
Each site in turn revised its procedures to provide maximum annospheric 
exposure times (based on qualification tests) for coated electrodes.  
Employees questioned the process when the procedures were changed 
and the welding electrodes were issued without portable ovens. It is 
apparent that many of the individuals who asked the questions about the 
validity of the procedural change were not satisfied. Some people did not 
receive accurate information or, in some cas, chose not to believe the 
information provided by the project and elected to voice their concerns 
through the Employee Concerns Program.  

The issue level evaluations and the subcategory analyses determined that 
welding electrode control is in accordance with the applicable 
construction codes at all TVA nuclear plants.



LA hrQIQ -a-d-M

A total of 35 Employee Concerns addressed the Welding Inspector 
Qualificatio at WBN. Several empl ;es expressed concerns that the 
structural weld impectos had insricient ftraining andor I peric 

Prior to 1981, the TVA progam did not recognize visual weld inspection 
as a separate area of certification Rathe, the inspections were 
performed by personnel with other certificaiom, principally by those 
certified for the surface nundestructive eaminatinn prcmses. upctors 
were required to qualify to individual site imp 'ienting procedures.  

In 1981, the Division of Nuclear Construction established visual weld 
inspection as a separate area of certification. Education, training, 
experience and examination requirements were established using the 
American Society of Nondestructive Testing Recommended Practice 
SNT-TC-IA as a guide.  

As personnel were trained and certified specifically for visual weld 
inspection, some concerned individuals erroneously concluded that 
previous visual inspections had been performed by untrained and 
uncertified inspectors. Also, changes to the training program may have 
contributed to perceptions that the inspector qualification program was 
inadequate 

Nevertheless, from the beginning of construction the training and 
qualification of welding inspectors meets the TVA commitment to NRC 
Regulatory Guide 158, Revision 1, as reflected by the Quality Assurance 
Topical Report TVA-TR75-IA.  

2.25 Weder Q-uificati Contimulty 

A total of 69 Employee Concerns addressed the Welder Qualification 
Continuity Program. At issue were the methods used to verify that 
welders had actually used the processes in which they were qualified 
within the time limits mandated by the construction codes.  

Many of the Employee Concerns within this issue originated from the stop 
work order issued in August 1985 that stopped all safety related welding at 
Watts Bar as a result of a NRC investigation. Subsequent investigations 
identified problems in the implementation of the Welder Continuity 
Program. Problems envolved from a large number of welders who held 
welder performance qualifications but were not actively welding, 
misinterpretation of timeframe requirements for updating qualifications,



and updating the continmity records with the date the record was 
presented rather than the date of the last verified use of the welding 

TVA acknowledged that a problem existed in the implementation of the 
Welder Qalifiatoa Cminnity Program. This was addred through a 
stop work order that curtailed al welding at Watts Bar, and subsequently 
through Noncmnfuming Condition Reports Problems in this area at 
Watso Bar Nuclear Plant had been previously addressed and corrected 
prior to this iestigationI Th site procedures were revised to strengthen 
the requirements for control and documentation of welder qualification 
continuity activides. The revision to the site procedure required 
witnessing the welding process, life of plant documentation of process 
usage, and correct timeframe requirements for updating qualifications 

Training was conducted to ensure that all personnel involved with the 
welder qualification program were thoroughly familiar with the 
requirements for maintenance and understood the importance of accurate 
documentation of an quality fnctions.  

Due to the impact of the stop work order on the project and the ensuing 
efforts to reestablish the welder's continuity, (through the administration 
of 1,060 tests performed by 533 welders) virtually all employees at Watts 
Bar became aware of the problems concerning the Welder Qualification 
Concinuity Program. Some people did not receive accurate information 
or, in some cases, chose not to believe the information provided by the 
project and elected to voice their concerns through the Employee 
Concerns Program.  

Sequoyah is in the process of changing the Final Safety Analysis Report to 
reflect the actual practices, which are and were in accordance with the 
1971 Edition of th' American Society of Mechanical Engineers. The 
Welder Oualification Continuity Program at Sequoyah is and was in 
compliance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the 
American Welding Society Codes.



3A CATEGORY ASSESSMENT

The cumulative results of evaluations of welding issues were assessed for indications of 
program ntM weaknesses and root causes. Weaknesses and causes identified by the 
category assessment were further evaluated to determine the extent to which they were 
being addressed by improvement programs already in progress and whether additional 
action was needed Items judged to require addLitional action were referred to 
appropriate management for resolution.  

3.1 2He duCXUMs aad Proemdume 

The system of general construction specifications, with their attached process 
specifications, and the site implementing procedures are cumbersome and often 
difficult to follow. Site procedures often make reference to the upper-tier process 
specifications rather than providing specific instructions for task performance. It 
is often difficult to determine which process specification should be used in a 
given application. In some cases, several procedures are required to perform a 
single activity.  

Another aspect of the specification and procedure difficulties was a lack of clarity 
of upper-tier rcquirements. The ex-tent of commitment to national standards and 
regulatory guides has in some cases been unclear, due to ambiguously worded 
exceptions in tile Quality Assurance Topical Report TVA-TR75-1A. These 
ambiguities were ultimately reflected in specifications and procedures derived 
from upper -tier requirements documents.  

The extent of commitment to the various national standards and regulatory guides 
related to welding has been carified in the Quality Assurance Topical Report 
TVA-TR75-1A Revision 9. The Nuclear Performance Plan, Volume 1, Section 
VT.C establishes the improveme it and standardization of procedures within the 
Office of Nuclear Power as a rerformance improvement objective. Action is 
underway to restructure th: pvocedure system to provide clearly defined lines of 
responsibility and to provide the detail necessary to perform specific tasks. The 
upper-tier standards that def ie the welding program fe- the Division of Nuclear 
Construction are nearing completion. When these standards are issued the 
Nuclear Procedures Branch will assist the line organizations in developing the 
assoc ated implementing procedures.  

32 Welding Inspector Performance Monitoring 

There was no uniform system for monitoring weldir .' inspector performance at all 
TVA nuclear sites. A system is needed to provide a (documented, continuing high 
level of confidence iii the performance of welaing irnspectors and to provide early 
identification of adverse trends.



In response to this findug, A iTVi i fntint a system, under which rwmindly 
selected ad pevuy occepted welding as wel as NDE 

PiApecti arma n.eau am I rap cted-p by certified avel MI NDE engineers for 
aqunacy. TVA is modifyin fis eixis r aervice and Invice Iaspe tira Lvel 

sorveillano propmi Quainty Methods Itrction (QMI) 555, "Survei=lm of 
Nondestruce Ptv uninin (NDE) Penom,"' to incld weikntg in addition to 
NDE impctioe-amdinm I e. It snw ystem will monitor the performnce of 
spertin ctivites on a saupling bis to emm that welding 

tnweM .tim are being performed to thdflished requirements and 
ptnce criteria are being met. This practice will iprove TVA prrogrs for 

owing ipiapeFioM 

33 Dns....i. d3rwoir Q.....m 

A review of pt deficiency reports shows recurring problems with welder 
qualification and qualification contnuity. These itances were, in most cases, 
traced to documenation errors and misplaced files. The welders in question were 
actuay qualified for the work being performed, although the current reconds did 
not show this 

The Division of Nuclear Construction is developing methods to standardize 
various elements of the welding program. Among the program elements to be 
standardized is the program for -aintenance and documentation of welder 
qualification continuity. This pogPam will be described through the issunce of 
an Office of Nuclear Power Standard on welding which is sponsored by the 
Division of Nuclear Construdcon.  

3A ..i...ea . Betwm ee laidils amd S"prvsrs 

A problem is indicated in comm-nication between individuals and their 
supervisors This commnication problem is especially apparent where program 
changes constitute a ignficant departure from past practices or procedures.  
Individuals had apparently been instructed in the letter, but not the intent or 
reason for various welding-related practices and procedures.  

Many of the employee concerns appear to have stemmed partly from employee 
uncertainty as to what procedures and practices were acceptable or required.  
Employees often received conflicting interpretations of requirements, giving an 
erroneous impression that commitments were not being met.  

This subject is addressed in Section II of the Site Nuclear Performance Plans.  
These plans stress open communication between supervisors and employees, and 
the importance of employees providing feedback of their questions, concerns, and 
ideas. Implementation of the Nuclear Performance Plan at each of the sites will 
resolve this weakness.



4A CONCLUSION

The Welding Category evaluated 453 employee concerns at one or more of the four 
TVA nuclear sites. Because many of the 179 issues raised by these employee concerns 
were determined to be potentially applicable to nunltiple sites, the actual number of 
issue evaluations conducted was 266. Actions were identified to correct spedC
deficiencies and to improve several programs. The responsible have 
provided acceptable corrective action plans for each of the identfied deficiencies.  

Evaluations of welding issiues have not identified any deficiencies that would have 
affected plant operability or threatened the health or safety of the public. Some welds 
were found not to meet specifications and required engineering evaluations to confirm 
their suitability for service. All welds that required evaluation were determined to be 
suitable for service.  

Assessment of the cumulative findings resulted in the identification of four 
programmatic weaknesses. These weaknesses were related to: 

* Specifications and Procedures 

* Inspector Performance Monitoring 

* Documentatifvm of Welder Qualification 

* Communication Between Individuals and Supervisors 

Adequate actions to address these weaknesses were either already planned or 
implemented or were initiated in response to these findings.  

During the ECSP effort, the Welding Project reinspections were being performed by 
the U.S. Department of Energy/Weld Evaluation Project at Watts Bar, and by TVA at 
the other three sites. In addition, the DOE/WEP specifically addressed a number of 
the hardware related issues evolving from the ECSP. The results of the DOE/WEP 
evaluations, as they relate specifically to the employee concerns program, have been 
included in the element level investigations and the subcategory reports of this 
program.  

The DOE/WEP report states in part: "The DOE/WEP ... evaluated the 472 ECs that 
involved the TVA-performed safety-related weld issues at WBNP-1 and determined 
that 451 (95.6%) could not be specifically confirmed. Three out of twenty-one 
confirmed ECs had been previously identified and resolved, or included in the TVA 
quality assurance nonconformance system for resolution. Three ECs (HVAC ductwork 
inspection) are part of a TVA corrective actdn plan for the HVAC systems and one 
(thermocouple 'ugs) is part of a TVA corr.citive action plal for documentation on 
installation and/or removal of temporary attachments. The remaining welds identified



by 14 ECI are in compliaace wit the applicable code and required no coec *ive 
action. Althogh the EC wdding isses were numerous and potentially significant 
upon evnhatio, they did not identify y specific unsmnitable for service components in 
the plant 

Althoog the Welding Caegory evaluatd 453 employee concerns and DOE/WEP 
evaiuated 472 employee concerns, all 472 concerns were evaluated by the Employee 
Cocerns Special Pogram. The employee wcerm not evalutted by the Welding 
Caegry were evaluated by other approoriate categories. These indided 
welding-related ioes that dealt with QA/QC practices, inti'uuiic i nd t r! nwrsnent, 
engneering practices and design, and management and personiv- L 

The Welding Category Evaluation Group is cvntiden: v at iNe -'s raisi '
concerns within its scope have been adeqrately evait w . a . that 'he nurcectmi.  
actions identified should eliminte any deficiencies.



APPENDIX A 
WELDING CATEGORY TABLE OF REPORTS 

Volume 5, Welding Category, consists of 97 separate reports: one caegory report fiour 
sbmeopaIry reports; 41 ECSP ement repots specifc to Sequoyah; and 51 Welding Project 
EvaIlaton Reports specific to Bdlfte, Browns Feny, and Watts Bar. Each report within 
Volume 5 is identified below.
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Caiqury Rqsrt Sg6W Cafpry S.- sd .md a 

Sbcatmapry Report Se1e Brows Ferry Ndear Plant 

Welding Project Evalation Reports

WP-01-BFN 
WP-02-BFN 

WP-03-BFN 
WP-04-BFN 
WP-06-BFN 

WP074-BFN 
WP-11-BFN 
WP- I3-BFN 
WP-16-BFN 
WP-24-BFN 
WP-25-BFN 

WP-32-BFN 

WP-35-BFN

Subesuw Repert3 Sm

Control of Welding Filler Material 
Inspection of Welds Through 
Carbo-Zinc 
Welder Qualification and Continuity 
Inspection Tools 
Inspector Training and 
Certification 
Welder Training and Experience 
Surface Grinding of Welds 
Welding Equipment 
Structural Steel Preweld Inspection 
Welder Qualification 
Weld Repairs Not Meeting ASME 
Code Requirements 
Adequacy of Structural Support 
Welds 
Weld Inspection Procedures

Beliefete Nckder Plat

Welding Project Evaluation Reports

WP-01-BLN 
WP-02-BLN 

WP-03-BLN

Control of Welding Filler Material 
Inspection of Welds Through 
Carbo-Zinc Primer 
Welder Oualification Continuity

50101 
50102 

50103 
50104 
50106 

50107 
50111 
50113 
50116 
50124 
50125 

50132 

50135

50201 
50202 

50203



WP-o4-BLN 

WP-07-BLN 
WP-10BLN 
WP-134-BN 
WP-164BLN 

WP-34-4BL 
WP-35-4BN 
WP-36BLN 
WP43-BLN

k·~blyb WOm

hnpectioh Tools 
WelnIrl QalffiOty m 
Welder TAiniEpdm iocres 
w o . - d on dp aArs 

Weld RfPui.  WeldmatioStoee Presed 

Adeqm of-Rooednres

S Nucler lant

Wdeldig Project Evalto. Reports

WP-01-SON 

WP--SOQN 
WP403-SON 

WP-44-SQN 
WP-04-SON 

WP-06SON 

WP-07-SQN 

WP-0S-SQN 
WP-9-SON 

WP-1SOQN 
WP- 1-SQN 
WP-12-SQN 
WP-13-SON 

WP-14-SON 
WP-15-SON 
WP-16-SQN 
WP-17-SON 
WP-18-SOQN

ASME Welding Material Control, 
Traceability, A0amabmlitky, 
and C-adiionim 
Ipeciaon of Welds Through Paint 
Welder Perfo ance Qualification 
Co anat y 
Availability of Weld Ifpection Tools 
Doct Imtaratin and 
Dcnfm e n.ttiO Requirements 
Training and Certificatio of 
Coansuctioa and Nuclear Operations 
Welder Trainig Program for 
Construction and Nudear Operations 
Painting Require--ens Related to Welds 
Weld Impection Criteria 
Used for SQN Construction 
SON Impementation of AE-2 
Surface Grinding of Welds 
Welding Electrode Quality 
Suitability of Welding 
Equiptnent for Construction & 
Modifications Welding AcVitivities 
Adminisrative Policy 
Design Consideration on Box Anchors 
Performance of Preweld Inspections 
Vendor Weld Quality 
Effects of Laminations on Weld Quality

5e204 

5210 
mma 
50M3 

5036 
5023

15=01 

50302 
50303

50306 

50307

50310 
50311 
50312 
50313 

50314 
50315 
50316 
50317 
50318



WP-19QN 

WP-2DSQN 

WP-21-SQN 
WP-22-SQN 
WP-2-SQN 
WP-24-SQN 
WP25-SQN

WBN Coocern with no Generic 
Applicability to SON 
Undesized ocket Weld on the 
src Ijection Syste"a 
Weld Material Shtitntim and Quality 

adequate Weld Pocefdre 
Control of Uused Weld Material 
Imaproper Welding Certification 
Eect of Weld Repais Not rMeing 
ASME Codes

The folowing are inestigtive report that were performed to evaluate employee concern 
prior to the formation of the Employee Coucerns Special ProjecL The Welding Category 
bas evaluated and adopted tbese reports as a part of this effort:

I-6-115-SON 

I-85-135-SON 

I85-346-SQN 
145-373-NPS 

I-45-5604QN 
I-85-66-SQN 

-1485652-SQN 

1-85-735-S0N 

MI-5-738-QN 

I-85-75(SON 

I-45-756-SON 
I-85-776-SON 
XX85-013-00 

XX-85S8-003 
XX45-100-001 
XX-85-101-006

Craft Welder Incapable of Making 
Proper Welds 
Welder Certifiatioan Updated 
Without Meeting Requirements 
QC HoldpointSignoff Violation 
Documentantion of Required On The 
Job Training for Nondestructive 
Personnel Certification 
Boa Hanger Weld Design Deficiency 
TVA Mamuacture of a Dravo 
ASME-Class Spool Piece 
Sequoyah Weld Inspections Not As 
Strict As Watts Bar 
NDE Inspectors Canno Write Notice 
of Indication for Presevice-Related Defects 
Acceptance of Previously Rejected NDE 
Items 
Performance of Remote Visual 
Inspections of Rigid Pipe Support 
Improper Weld Rod Used in D/G Building 
Socket Welds Not Inspected 
Weld Rod Was Used to Weld 316 
Stainles Steel Pipe 
Altered Welding Certification 
Welds May Have Been Repaired Improperly 
Welder Performed Welds Without 
Having the Proper Certification

S0319

50321 

5023 
5324 
50325
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50401 
5040 

5004 
50405 

50" 

50412 
50411 
50414 
5416 
50422 
50424 
50425 

50426 
50430 
50432 
50433 

50434 

50441 
50442 
50443 
50444 
50445 
50446

WP-01-WBN 
WP-4O-WBN 
WP-03-WBN 
WP-04-WBN 
WP-05-WBN 

WP06-WBN 
WP-07-WBN 

WP-12-WBN 
WP-13-WBN 
WP-14-WBN 
WP-16-WBN 
WP-22-WBN 
WP-24-WBN 
WP-25-WBN 

WP-25-WBN 
WP-30-WBN 
WP-32-WBN 
WP-33-WBN 

WP-34-WBN 

WP41-WBN 
WP-42-WBN 
WP-43-WBN 
WP44-WBN 
WP-45-WBN 
WP-46-WBN

Control Welding Filer Material 
i cdwri MofWeldsThbrotgf rbo-Zic Primer 
Welder itoim e Qnuafirarma Continaity 
Avalhiiq ofi(Wc iunpecdoa Tools 
Saferty Relatd Duct abihadon 
andDonawnNini Reqirements 
Tupc.ar (.ifigmuim auund Training 
WelderTraining Progam fior 
Coatructio and Nuclear Operations 

Quality of Wdding Filer Material 
Suitability of Welding Equipment 
Admin rative Policy 
Structural Steel Prweld Ispections 
Improper Welding of Disimilar Metals 
Weldes Performance Qualification 
Weld Repairs Not In Accordance 
With the ASME Code 

Inaccuraen deqante Docomentation 
Baue Metal Damage 
General Welding Concerns Related to Unit 2 
Adequacy of TVA Performed 
Radiographic aninahtim 
Structural Welding in the Main Steam 
Valve Rooms 
Weld Sampling Program 
Use of E6010 Electrodes 
Welding Iapection Programs and Procedures 
Weld Joints Slugged or Improperly Beveled 
Nucldear Steam Supply System Support Welds 
General Welding Concern 
Related to Unit 1, Units I and 2, 
and Common Areas



APPENDIX B 
EVALUATOR PROFILES 

Senior Materials Engineer, TVA Mechanical and NSSS 
Group, Division of Nuclear Quality Assurance. BLS in Medch 
State University. Over fifeen years experience in Quality A 
and Quality Inspection related to mechanical and nuclear steao 

RMd~mI scdirfd Etfv~ah.«r

Section Source Surveillance 
nical Engineering Tennessee 

murance, Quality Engineering 
m supply system components.

Consatruction Quality Engineer, Fluor Daniel Corp. B. S. in Industrial Technology, Utah 
State University. Over 12 years welding experience. Over eight years experience in Nuclear 
Welding EnginringQuality Inspection and Quality Engineering.  

Senior Quality Supervisor, Mechanical and Welding, Fluor Daniel Corp. Associate Degree 
in Applied Science, Enterprise State Junior College. Over 37 years maintenance 
management and inspection experience. Over 12 years nuclear experience in Quality 
Inspection, Quality Assurance, and Quality Engineering.  

lmar Thmpmn, Evaluatr 

Senior Quality Supervisor, Mechanical and Welding, Fluor Daniel Corp. Over 30 years 
experience in maintenance management and inspection activities. Over 11 years nuclear 
experience in Quality Inspection, Quality Assurance, and Quality Engineering.  

EdS EvainlRyahiator 

Senior Quality Supervisor, Mechanical and Welding, Fluor Daniel Corp. Over 30 years 
experience working in mechanical maintenance and welding related areas. Over ten years 
nuclear experience in Quality Inspection, Quality Assurance, and Quality Engineering.  
AWS Certified Welding Inspector.  

Bay bPare.Ealattor 

Quality Supervisor, Mechanical and Welding, Fluor Daniel Corp. Over 25 years experience 
working in mechanical maintenance and welding related areas. Over 5 years nuclear 
experience in Quality Inspection, Quality Assurance, and Quality Engineering.



Quality Supervisor, Welding, Floor Daniel Corp. Over 20 years experience in Quality 
Inspection. Over 13 years nuclear experience in Nondeatnictive Examination Quality 
lispection, Quality Assurance, and Quality Engineering. AWS certified Welding Inspector.  

Construction Quality Engineer, Fluor Daniel Corp. Associate Degree in Science, Welding 
Engineerig Technology. Over tourteen years nuclear experience in Quality Assurance, 
Quality Inspection, and Quality Engineering.  

Gary PitzLEvaluator 

Assistant Branch Chief, Materials Technology Branch, TVA. M. S. Degree in Metallurgical 
Engineering. Over 16 years in Nuclear Engineering and Operations Support.  

Joe Rosw Evalnator 

Acting Manager of the Weld Engineering Group, Field Services Branch, Division of 
Nuclear Construction, TVA. B. S. in Civil Engineering. Over 18 years experience in 
Engineering. Quality Assurance and Construction.  

Rick Baterman Evailator 

Project Engineer, Field Services Branch, Division of Nuclear Construction, TVA 11 years 
experience in Construction, Engineering, and Quality Engineering

Alert7L Nape 7malnator




